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Welcome to: Northern Roof Tiles French Interlocking Collection
Just in case you are wondering ‘who in the world
is Northern Roof Tiles?’ please let me explain who
we are and what we do and why might you be in
the slightest bit interested.

I’m Stuart
the founder
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WHO WE ARE
Northern is a family owned importer of clay
roofing tiles primarily from Europe.
I founded the business in 1991, so this year we
will celebrate our 30th anniversary, which makes
Northern Roof Tiles one of the oldest established
importers of clay roof tiles in North America.
WHAT WE DO
One of my founding tenents was to offer our
clients the widest possible choice of profile,
shape, size, colors and textures of clay tiles,
which has required us to deal with many
different tile makers.
We set out to make specifying and purchasing
our tiles as simple and enjoyable as possible. We
provide suggested installation specifications and
detailing, we can undertake material take offs
and detail estimates and we work with the best
installers all over the continent.
And before you ask all our tiles are independently
tested against the ASTM criteria and our suitable
for installation in all areas.
WHY YOU MIGHT BE INTERESTED?
If you have never considered using clay roof tiles
because of assumed cost, the compatibility with
the style of homes, building your design or build,
or the suitability for use in your environment?

Stuart - Ext 101

Our aim in this collection

stuart@northernrooftiles.com

is to bring together all, or

Adam is based
on the West
Coast and looks
after sales
of new tiles,
sourcing
reclaimed tiles
for repairs,
Flexim Roof
Mortar and
other specialty
services

at least most, of the vast
range of ‘interlocking’ tiles
we have access to through
our relationship with the
Edilians Group, one of the
largest makers of clay
roofing tiles in France.

Adam - Ext 102

Please give us a call and the opportunity to
answer your questions and concerns. Because clay
roof tiles are NOT all red, and are compatible with
most architectural styles and can be
installed in even the harshest environments.

Simon, based
in Niagara Falls
looks after
sales in Canada
responsible for
sales of
Cotswold Stone,
slate and
concrete tiles.

Edilians operates

adam@northernrooftiles.com

11 factories and
produces over
300 million tiles per year

Stuart
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I hope you enjoy the information in our French
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Hope to hear from you soon and stay safe
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If you had assumed all clay roof tiles were red,
Mediterranean in profile and only suitable for use
in the Sunbelt.

But before contacting us we should warn you
that we are passionate, some have said obsessive
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Interlocking 101
Interlocking tiles are generally larger in size than
traditional overlapping tiles. Larger tiles result in fewer
pieces having to be installed, making installation faster
and the roof less expensive. But this only works if the
interlocks are precise enough to keep out wind driven
rain and snow gusts of 100+ mph.
The basic principal involves two parallel channels on the
side and at the head of the tile

HP 10

Cutting field tiles is time consuming and therefore
expensive.But certain interlocking tiles within the
Edilians range are made with extremely variable
headlocks
PV 10
allowing the
installer to adjust
the exposure of an
18” long tile, usually
laid with a 3” head
lap and 15”
exposure, down to
a 12 ½” exposure.
This flexibility will,
in most cases,
eliminate any need
for cutting at a ridge
or head abutment.

Interlocking
tiles require
state of the art
Manufacturing
But to make a high quality tiles that
precisely interlock requires a huge
investment in high tech equipment as well
as a considerable level of expertise, all of
which the Edilians Group have in a
bundance. Afther the clay is prepared it is
extruded under high pressure.
The tiles are made, packed
and shipped to the job site
and it’s not until the
installer opens the shrink
wrap to take out a tiles that
they are touched by a human
hand! Welcome to the world
of automation!

There is always a
small amount of
movement within
the interlocks so
that the installer
can either stretch or
squeeze the tiles up
tight to reduce the
need for a cut tile
on a gable or at the
ridge.

Variable Headlock 1a
Step One

Edilians was formed in 2001
when the roof tile division
of Imerys was sold off. The
French company, along with
our Portuguese supplier
Umbelino Monteiro, are
wholly owned subsidiaries of
Lone Star Funds, a
private equity company
based in Texas.Northern’s
relationship with the tile
maker dates back over 20
years
We hope you find our French
Interlocking Collection of
interest and please check
out our other Collections at
www.NorthernRoofTiles.com
If you have questions
PLEASE don’t hesitate to
give us a call,
1-888-678-6866 we love
chatting ‘roof tiles’ with our
customers.

Step Two
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Step Three

Variable Headlock 1a
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How clay roof
tiles got their
groove

The pioneering work of the Gilardoni brothers led to the
invention of the first interlocking tile, patented on March
25, 1840. This was a true revolution in tile making.
The addition of interlocks to the side and head of the
tile was a game changer that guaranteed a water tight
barrier. The first profile the brothers made was what we,
in North America, know as a French profile. By adding
the central bar, it helped prevent the tile from sagging
during drying and serves as a support for the foot of the
roofer while walking on the roof.

The Gilardoni tile business continued to expand and
prosper over the decades until 1986 when it was bought
by the neighboring Huguenot-Fénal tile company, also
located in Pargny. Subsequently Huguenot-Fénal was
purchased by the Imerys Group, which today is now Edilians.

T

he French have shared with the world their culture,
their culinary expertise, their amazing wines, fine
cheese as well as the most important motor race in
the world the 24 hours of Le Mans.
They have given us such amazing inventions as the
stapler, neon lights, the hot air balloon, the parachute,
the V8 engine and most important of all the interlocking
clay roof tile!
Clay roof tiles have been around since Greek and Roman
times and even longer in the east. Originally tiles were
made by hand and the next big innovation was when
some inventive tile makers developed a machine that
could extrude the clay, under pressure, that could then
be cut into individual tiles.

Joseph Gilardoni

Xavier Gilardoni

Then came along the Gilardoni brothers, Xavier & Joseph,
who in 1834 started their own tile making factory;
Tuileries Gilardoni Frères located in the town of Altkirch
in the Alsace region of France.
The brothers realized that if they could make a larger tile
it would reduce the number of tiles needed on a roof, be
faster to install, and make the overall cost of the roof more
affordable. But for a larger tile to work it would have to
interlock with the tiles around it and to do this they needed
a way to press the tile into a shape and control the
shrinkage of the clay during drying and firing.
It was not just a case of creating a machine to press out
the tiles but also they had to develop a clay mix that
could be formed under great pressure and hold its shape.

By the mid 1920’s a new bigger factory was built in
Pargny sur Saulx, located in the Champagne region
west of Paris. This new factory not only supplied tiles
throughout France but exported to England and French
overseas territories.

These tiles were either the traditional half round pan
and cover tile seen around the Mediterranean or small
flat shingle tiles found on steeper pitched roofs in colder,
more northern areas. They relied on the simple process
of overlapping one tile with another. The tiles tended
to be smaller, so more pieces had to be laid to cover the
roof, resulting in a more labor-intensive installation.
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The work force circa 1920’s, note tiles hand stacked ready
to ship to job site.

Early truck loaded for delivery. I wonder what percentage
broke in transit.
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Diamant
This must be the
first totally new
profile of tile in the
last 50 or even 100
years.
The multi faceted
surfaces of each tile
create amazing
shadows lines on
the roof or vertical
surfaces.
Diamant is certainly a
very different option
to consider.
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DIAMANT IN
METALLIC SILVER GRAY
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Diamant

10

This truly different profile of tile looks amazing when installed
vertically as a cladding or on a pitched surface. Plus we can
suppy glass tiles to add to the after dark effect.
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Diamant
SAME UNIQUE PROFILE BUT
IN A WEATHRED RED

DIAMANT IN WEATHRED RED
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Large Size Flat Interlocking
HP10 gives you strong horizontal shadow lines on any pitch of roof. With their double side
and head locks they can be safely installed on low pitch roofs and their size means less
pieces to be installed. Making installation faster and less expensive.

HP 10 Brown

HP 10 Slate Gray
HP 10 Dark Gray

HP 10 Natural Red

HP 10 Weathered
Red

14
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HP 10 Light Gray

HP 10 Dark Gray
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Medium Size Flat
Interlocking Option #1

Beauvoise in Chevreuse
Blend

This format of tile will give you almost the look of a shingle tile roof but with less pieces per
square, resulting in reduced installation costs and the flexibility to be installed at a lower pitch.
Beauvoise has a smooth surface, square cut sizes and botton edge. Also available from Edilians is
thier Arboise Tiles. It’s basically the same size as Beauvoise but has a rougher surface and slight
camber in its length.

Beauvoise in Weathered Red

Beauvoise
in Brown

16
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Medium Size
Flat
Interlocking
Option #1
BEAUVOISE SLATE TILE

BEAUVOISE SLATE TILE

Beauvoise Slate Tile gives you a cost effective alternative to ½” + thicker natural slate.
The riven surface and edge finishes replicate real slate but due to the double side and
head locks Arboise can be laid safely on low pitched roofs, unlike natural slate.

BEAUVOISE
WEATHERED RED

BEAUVOISE GRAY

BEAUVOISE IN GRAY

BEAUVOISE BLEND
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BEAUVOISE BARDAGE
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Medium Size Flat
Interlocking Option #2

Beavertail Option #3
ARBOISE BEAVERTAIL IN
CHEVREUSE BLEND

Valoise is similar to Arboise with the
same deep double side and headlocks
but with a very thick bottom edge!
This type of tile used to be call ‘BOOK
STYLE’. The super thick bottom edge
creates very strong horizontal
shadow lines.

THICK BUTT VALOISE

Again something a little different from

Based on the Arboise tile you have
the option of a scalloped or ‘beavertail’
profile in all the same colors. These
tiles can be used for the whole roof
or as accents……….. your choice.

VALOISE WEATHERED RED

ARBOISE BEAVERTAIL
IN WEATHERED RED

VALOISE BROWN
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VALOISE WEATHERED RED

ARBOISE BEAVERTAIL
IN GRAY

VALOISE IN BROWN
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ARBOISE BEAVERTAIL
IN CHEVREUSE BLEND

ARBOISE BEAVERTAIL
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French or French Bar style
Interlocking
Known in North America as French or French
Bar style. Northern Roof Tiles is pleased to
offer you French profile tiles that are actually
Made in France but they boringly just called
H14.

H14 NATURAL RED

H-14 NATURAL RED

H-14 WEATHERED
RED

H-14 RED

PV10 has the same French profile as the H-14
but has a variable head lock which gives the
installer greater flexibility during installation.

H-14 NATURAL RED
PV 10 BROWN
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PV 10 GRAY		

PV 10 RED
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Diamond Studded French Bar Tile
Instead of your
regular French bar
design, you can
upgrade, at no extra
cost, to Losangee HF or
Losangee St Foy.
It can never be said that
Northern Roof Tiles does
not offer their clients
options!

LOSAGNEE STE FOY

LOSAGNEE HF

LOSANGEE ST FOY WEATHERED RED

LOSAGNEE HF
WEATHERED RED

LOSAGNEE HF
NATURAL RED

LOSANGEE ST FOY
WEATHERED RED

LOSANGEE ST FOY
NATURAL RED

LOSANGEE ST FOY NATURAL RED

LOSANGEE HF
WEATHERED RED
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The Middle Bar
Option #1 Terroise
We can best describe this tile as a French without the
middle Bar. Available as either a TERROISE
(a medium size tile) or in a double format called
AUXIOSE

OPTION #2
H10
Edilians H10
has a slightly
concave profile
which gives a
soft wave
effect over the
roof scape
H10 GLAZED BLACK

Your choice at the same price.

H10 BROWN

H10 GRAY

H10 WEATHERED RED

TERROISE GRAY

TERROISE
WEATHERED RED
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H10 WEATHERED RED

TERROISE BROWN

H10 IN NATURAL RED

H10 RED
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Interesting uses for interlocking roof tiles # 1
Believe it or not interlocking tiles do not just have to be installed
on flat surfaces. As long as the vertical or horizontal curve is
within certain tolerances interlocking tiles can, if you wish, be
installed on a curved deck as the attached pictures proves.

MEDIUM FLAT ARBOISE
IN WEATHERED RED
LARGE FLAT HP10 IN
GRAY
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Interesting
Uses for
Interlocking
Tiles #2
Interlocking tiles of all
profiles and sizes can be
installed vertically
outside as a cladding or as
a decorative finish inside.

LARGE FLAT HP10 IN
GRAY

MEDIUM FLAT
BEAUVOISE IN
CHEVROUSE BLEND.

FRENCH PROFILE LOSAGEE
HF IN WEATHERED RED
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Interlocking Monopole
Monopole Old Country Blend

This profile of tile is
traditionally found in
North Western France,
Belgium, Holland and
parts of Denmark.

NATURAL RED

OLD COUNTRY BLEND

DARK RED

WEATHERED RED

WEATHERED BROWN RED

BLACK GLAZED

Available in either
single tile format as
Monopole or as a double
tile Artoise.

Monopole Dark Red

Monopole Weathered Brown
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Interlocking – Advance Lusa
from
Portuguese subsidiary
The traditional Spanish S profile is brought up todate with the use of interlocking technology which provides a total water tight barrier to wind driven rain and snow.

ADVANCE LUSA
NATURAL RED

ADVANCED LUSA
AGED RED

ADVANCE LUSA
BROWN

ADVANCE LUSA
ECLIPSE GRAY

ADVANCE LUSA
SINTRA

ADVANCE LUSA
COIMBRA

ADVANCED LUSA
AZORES

Advance Lusa Aged Red with
Canudo Mission Aged Red on turret

Advance Lusa in Glazed Blue

GLAZED BROWN
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ADVANCE LUSA
WHITE
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GLAZED GREEN

GLAZED BLACK

GLAZED BLUE
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Also available from
Huguenot 20x30’
Huguenot 20x30 shingle tiles are very competitively priced large size tile available in a wide
range of blends with all the traditional French fittings and accessories.

Huguenot 20x30
in Slate Gray

Huguenot 20x30 in
Gabarre Blend

HUGENOT BURNT RED 20X30

HUGENOT ALEZANE RED 20X30

HUGENOT QUERCY 20X30

HUGENOT GABARRE BLEND
20X30

HUGENOT PAYSAGE BLEND
20X30

HUGENOT SLATE GRAY 20X30

Huguenot 20x30 in
Alezane Red Blend

HUGENOT VIELLI 20X30

36
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Also available from
Grossouvre tile plant a range of
hand finished shingle tile
Grossouvre is a village (population just 250) in the Burgundy region of France. Roof tiles
have been made in the village since 1885. The color blends available today are based on the
traditional roofs seen throughtout France today.

ELIXIR BLEND

RESTO FLOREAL BLEND

BRUMAIRE

Restoration in Brumaire Blend
Monument Historique (MH)
in Rustique Nuage Blend

MH RUSTIQUE FONCE

MH RUSTIQUE NUAGE
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Also available from

Portuguese subsidiary

Umbelino Monteiro not only makes the Advance Lusa (Page 26) but also the traditional tapered barrel Canudo Mission pan and cover tiles.

NATURAL RED

AGED RED

BROWN

AGED WHITE

CANUDO MISSION
AZORES WITH
BROWN PANS

CANUDO MISSION
CENTENNIAL WITH
BROWN PANS

Th e r a ng e of s ha d e s a nd te x tu re
wi thi n the Ce nte nni a l Co l or

40
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Just in case you may be asking yourself,
who in the world is Northern Roof Tiles?

WE ARE
• family owned and operated since 1991

• distributors of the finest clay roofing tiles...and more

AND WE

• specialize in sourcing and importing the finest clay tiles and bricks,
especially from Europe.
• can provide guidance and suggestions on period / regional detailing if
required.

Stuart - Ext 101

• do material take off, quantities and estimates.
• provide samples and, when necessary, site displays
• provide a very personalized service to each and every one of our clients
• commission one off or have made out of production items. Call us to
discuss exactly what you are looking for.

AND BEFORE
YOU ASK

• we have the experience and knowledge to serve the Architectural and
Design Community.
• All our tiles, bricks, pavers, etc. are independently tested in the USA and
are suitable for installation anywhere in North America.
For more information please check out our web page
www.northernrooftiles.com or call us (888) 678-6866.

888.678.8666
www.NorthernRoofTiles.com

Adam - Ext 102

Simon - Ext 105
Canada

